The maths work we do at Orchard Lea Junior School may look very different to the way in
which you were taught maths.

This is because the children are encouraged to work

mentally, where possible, using personal jottings to help support their thinking. Even when
children are taught more formal written methods, they are only encouraged to use these
methods for calculations they cannot solve in their heads.
The written methods, taught in stages, are designed to develop the children’s understanding
of a mathematical concept and allow them to apply it to different circumstances. As all
children progress at different rates, they are introduced to each of the different strategies
when, and only if, they are ready. By teaching in stages, we ensure that children thoroughly
understand the processes involved in calculating, rather than just following a set of
instructions.

As well as helping with homework, many activities can take place at home, which will help
improve mathematical thinking.
These include:
• Card games. Most card games require collecting totals, matching or remembering numbers
that have gone before. They are excellent practice for mental arithmetic.
• Dice games.
• Board games. Again these are excellent, the buying of items or giving of money often helps
with understanding larger amounts, up to millions! There are also many simple two-player
games of strategy, which involve logical thinking and working out a winning strategy – all
good maths!!
The advantage of these games over more recent computer games is that they involve
discussion – you can talk through strategies and why they work and rules can always be
adapted if they become a little stale – perhaps trying to lose all your money as quickly as
possible rather than winning as much as possible.

Drawings and jottings
Children could draw a picture
or use dots to help them work
out the answer.

I have 3 red apples
and 2 green apples.
How many apples do
Or
I have altogether?

Number Lines
The number line is a continuous line representing numbers to infinity. It helps develop
children’s mathematical understanding and supports efficient recording of their mental
strategies in all four operations. Here it is used to support addition.
Counting on in ones

8+5

Children move along the number
line in ‘jumps’ counting as they go.

Counting on in tens and ones

37+22

As they gain confidence,
children make bigger jumps.

Bridging through ten

8 + 7 = 15

When children are adding numbers
which take them past a multiple of
10 (often known as a boundary) then
it can be helpful for them to do this in 48 + 36 = 84
steps on a number line. To do this
successfully children need to be able
to partition numbers flexibly, in ways
other than into tens and ones.
or:

Partitioning
Stage 1
The next stage is to record mental
methods using partitioning. First the
smaller number is split into tens and ones.
These parts are then added to the larger
number in stages.

Keep the largest number whole and only
partition the smaller number

76 + 47 =
76 + 40 + 7 =
76 + 40 = 116
116 + 7 = 123

Stage 2

47  40  7
 76
70  6
110  13  123

Partitioned numbers are then written under
one another. It is important that children
line up their digits correctly.
Stage 3

Adding the tens first:

Move on to a layout showing the addition
of the tens to the tens and the ones to the
ones separately. To find the partial sums
either the tens or the ones can be added
first, and the total of the partial sums can
be found by adding them in any order. As
children gain confidence, ask them to start
by adding the ones digits first always.

47
 76
110
13
123

Column method
In
this
method,
recording is reduced
further. Carry digits
are recorded below
the line, using the
words ‘carry ten’ or
‘carry one hundred’,
not ‘carry one’.

47 258 366
 76  87  458
123 345 824
11

11

11

Adding the ones first:

47
 76
13
110
123

Drawings and jottings

I have 5 apples. I
give 2 apples away.
This gives children an
How many do I have
understanding of the
left?
process of subtraction.

Number line

Children are taught to understand subtraction as taking away (counting
back) and finding the difference (counting up). Once secure in these
methods, they are taught to look at the numbers in the calculation before
deciding whether counting back or counting up is the more efficient
method.

Counting Back
Counting in ones

18 - 5=

Bridging through ten.
This can be recorded in different ways.

Counting Up
Counting in ones

18 - 12 =

Bridging through ten.

This method is most effective when the
number you are subtracting is close to the
starting number. In this example, it is
quicker to count on 148 than count back
178.

Partitioning
The largest number must be kept whole when
subtracting. The smallest number is partitioned
and subtracted.

Counting up in columns

74
 27
3
40
4
47
326
178
2
20
100
26
148

The mental method of counting up from the smaller to
the larger number can be recorded using either
number lines or vertically in columns. This method can
be used for calculations involving any numbers.
Children move to recording
in less steps when ready.

 30
 70
 74

 180
 200
 300
 326

22.4
17.8
0.2  18
4.0  22
0.4  22.4
4.6

74 – 27 =
74 – 20 = 54
54 – 7 = 47

74
 27
3
44
47

326
178
22
126
148

 30
 74

 200
 326

22.4
17.8
0.2  18
4.4  22.4
4.6

Expanded Column Method
Partitioning the numbers into tens and ones and writing one under the other mirrors the
column method, where ones are placed under ones and tens under tens.
The expanded method leads children to the more compact method so that they
understand its structure and efficiency.
Expanded method
No adjustment or decomposition needed
Start by subtracting the ones, then the tens, then
500  60  3

200  40  1
the hundreds. Refer to subtracting the tens, for
300  20  2
example, by saying ‘sixty take away forty’, not
‘six take away four’.

leading to
563
 241
322

Adjustment from the hundreds to the tens, or partitioning the hundreds
Discuss the hundreds, tens and ones components of the number, and how 500 + 60 can
be partitioned into 400 + 160. The subtraction of the tens becomes ‘160 minus 70’, an
application of subtraction of multiples of ten.
400

160 400

160

4 16

4 16

500  60 500
3  60400
 3  160 500
 3  60  35 6 3
 3  160400
3  60500
5 63
 200  70
1  70
 200
 1  70 200
 1  70  12 7 1  2 7 1
 200
 1  70
 200
1  70
 200
200  90200
 2  90 200
 2  90  22 9 2
2  90 200
2 92

Adjustment from the hundreds to the tens and the tens to the ones
Here both the tens and the ones digits to be subtracted are bigger than both the tens and
the ones digits you are subtracting from. Discuss how 60 + 3 is partitioned into 50 + 13,
and then how 500 + 50 can be partitioned into 400 + 150, and how this helps when
subtracting.
500  60  3
400  150  13
 200  70  8  200  70  8
200  80  5

400
500

150
50

13
13

500  60  3
 200  70  8
200  80  5

4 15 13

5 6 3
 27 8
28 5

Dealing with zeros when adjusting
Here 0 acts as a place holder for the tens. The adjustment has to be done in two stages.
First the 500 + 0 is partitioned into 400 + 100 and then the 100 + 3 is partitioned into
90 + 13.
500  0  3
 200  70  8

400  90  13
 200  70  8
200  20  5

400
400

90
100

13
3

500  0  3
 200  70  8
200  20  5

4

9 13

5 0 3
 27 8
2 25

Drawings or jottings
Children begin
multiplication by using
drawings to represent
objects.

There
are
6
baskets of apples.
Each basket has 3
apples in it. How
many apple are
there altogether?

Arrays
These are recorded using objects
or dots. Children learn that
multiplication can be done in any
order.

3x7=

Repeated Addition on a 9x6
Number
= Line

7x3=

Children
use
the
relationship
between
addition and multiplication,
counting on in steps of
equal size.

Partitioning
This method multiplies the tens and ones to be separately to form
partial products. These are then added to find the total product.
These are some of the ways children may record this.

14 x 3 = (10 + 4) x 3
= (10 x 3) + (4 x 3)
= 30 +12
= 42

43 x 6 = (40 + 3) x 6
= (40 x 6) + (3 x 6)
= 240 + 18
= 258

The Grid Method
Children partition numbers then
record each part in a grid. It is better
to place the number with the most
digits in the left-hand column of the
grid so that it is easier to add the
partial products.

Expanded Short Multiplication
The next step is to represent the method of recording in a column format, but showing the
working alongside this.

30  8
 7
210
56
266

30  7  210
8  7  56

In time, less recording is
needed.

Short Multiplication
The recording is reduced further, with the
digit to be carried, recorded below the
line. Children who are already secure
with multiplication for TU × U should
have little difficulty in using the same
method for HTU × U and ThHTU x U.

38
 7
210 30 x 7
56 8 x 7
266

Expanded Long Multiplication
This step may be introduced to allow children to move from Short Multiplication to Long
Multiplication. It breaks down the steps needed, with the children recording each stage
in their working out.

56
 27
1000
120
350
42
1512

50  20  1000
6  20  120
50  7  350
6  7  42

1

Long Multiplication
Once
children
are
familiar with the stages
needed
for
Long
Multiplication they can
quickly move on to
recording this in a more
condensed way. This
allows
children
the
flexibility to accurately
multiply a variety of
numbers.

In time, less recording
is needed.

56
 27
1120
392
1512
1

56  20
56  7

Drawings or jottings
Children first experience
division as grouping or sharing.
By practically sharing or
grouping objects, children learn
that different approaches suit
different questions.

6÷2=
6 apples in 2 groups.

6÷2=
6 apples shared in 2’s.

Repeated Subtraction on a Number Line
Using a number line children count
back in equal steps (the divisor) until
reaching 0. They count how many
jumps they have subtracted to find
the answer (quotient).

Chunking on a Number Line
64 ÷ 4 =

Partitioning

24 ÷ 4 =

This
method
is
based
on
subtracting multiples of the divisor,
or
‘chunks’.
Initially
children
subtract several chunks, but with
practice they should look for the
biggest multiples of the divisor that
they can find to subtract.

Using knowledge of multiples, the 84 is partitioned into 70 (the highest
multiple of 7 that is also a multiple of 10 and less than 84) plus 14 and
then each part is divided separately and then re-combined.

64 ÷ 4 = (40 + 24) ÷ 4
= (40 ÷ 4) + (24 ÷ 4)
= 10 + 6
= 16

Expanded Method

6 196
 60 6  10
136
 60 6  10
76
 60 6  10
16
 12 6  2
4
32
Answer:
32 R 4

This method links to chunking on a number
line. Children record the calculation in
columns and then subtract multiples of the
divisor from the number to be divided.
Children need to recognise that chunking is
inefficient if too many subtractions have to
be carried out.

Short Division
‘Short’ division is a more compact recording
of the mental method of partitioning. Short
division should only be introduced to children
who are confident with multiplication and
division facts, with subtracting multiples of 10
mentally, and whose understanding of
partitioning and place value is sound.

Children initially record in parts to help
understand the process.

20  7
3 60  21

27
3 8 21

Long Division
This layout links to chunking. Recording the steps on the left of the calculation keeps the
links with ‘chunking’ and reduces errors that could otherwise occur with the positioning of
digits.

24 560
20  480
24  20
80
3
72
24  3
8
Answer: 23 R 8

As children become
confident, less
recording is needed.

23
24 560
 480
80
72
8
Answer: 23 R 8

